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Ocovango (GB) 

 

Monsun 

 

Konigsstuhl 
Mosella 

BAY FILLY (IRE) 
March 31st, 2018 
(Third Produce) 

  
Crystal Maze 

  Gone West 
Crystal Music 

Roundhill (IRE) 
(2002) 

  
Presenting 

  Mtoto 
D'Azy 

  
Deniseen 

  Sandalay 
Cold Sea 

E.B.F. Nominated. 

N.B. This filly is unbroken. 
  

1st dam 

ROUNDHILL (IRE): placed in a point-to-point; dam of 4 foals; 1 runner; 1 winner: 
Smithscorner (IRE) (11 g. by Kadeed (IRE)): 2 wins, £25,019 viz. winner over 

hurdles and placed 5 times and winner over fences in 2019 and placed; also 
placed twice in N.H. Flat Races; also winner of a point-to-point. 

She also has the above filly and a yearling colt by Ocovango (GB). 
  

2nd dam 

DENISEEN: unraced; dam of 8 foals; 3 runners: 
Roundhill (IRE): see above. 

  

3rd dam 

COLD SEA (by Arctic Slave): ran once and ran a few times over hurdles; dam of 12 
foals; 9 runners; 3 winners: 

Bering Strait: winner over fences; also 2 wins in point-to-points. 
General Giggs (IRE): winner over fences; also 2 wins in point-to-points. 
Cold Society: winner over fences and placed twice; also winner of a point-to-

point and placed twice. 
Cold Arctic: placed in a point-to-point; dam of a winner: 

Oliver's Secret (IRE): winner over fences and placed 3 times. 
Kiltegan: dam of winners: 

Penny King: 3 wins viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed 3 times; also 
placed twice over hurdles and 2 wins over fences and placed 4 times; also 
winner of a point-to-point and placed 3 times. 

Lizzies Lass: 2 wins over hurdles and placed 4 times. 
Palatine Lady: placed in a point-to-point; dam of Rockstown Boy (IRE) (6 wins 

viz. 2 wins and £36,796 and placed; also 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races and 
placed twice; also 2 wins over hurdles and £20,498 and placed 4 times). 

  

4th dam 

WILD BEACH: unraced; dam of 5 foals; 4 runners; 2 winners: 
Jungle Beach: 15 wins viz. winner at 4 and placed twice; also 14 wins 

over jumps and placed 19 times inc. 2nd Welsh Grand National H. Chase and 
Mackeson Gold Cup Chase. 

Desert Beach: winner and placed twice; broodmare. 
Scarlet Beach: dam of a winner: 

Jock Stein: 2 wins over fences and placed 3rd Pintail Steeplechase, L. 
Autumn Lulu: unraced; dam of Autumn Zulu (7 wins over fences and placed 10 

times); grandam of Supreme Day (IRE) (winner over hurdles and placed 4 
times and placed over fences; also 4 wins in point-to-points and placed 16 
times), Pines Express (IRE) (2 wins in point-to-points and placed). 
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